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What will be 
covered

•Use NUS Libraries resources and Google to find economics 
scholarly literature and datasets
• Databases and general citation indexes
• Data and statistics
• Theses
• Hot papers and seminal papers
• Review articles

•Method to develop a good literature review
• Seminal papers
• Review articles

•Search for online resources effectively
• Grey literature

•Other useful research topics
• Research methods

• Academic integrity





Economics scholarly 
literature and datasets
RECOMMENDED STARTING POINTS



Scholarly literature
Are written by researchers who are experts in their field

Most prestigious journal articles undergo a peer-reviewed process
◦ Several experts review the article, suggest changes, and recommend to the editor if the article is to be 

published 

Includes books and journals

Which can be open access or subscribed



Databases and general citation 
indexes
Difference between databases with full-texts and general citation indexes

NUSNET

Recommended platforms

Library’s search engine: FindMore

Index of economic literature, produced by AEA: EconLit

Open access social science database: SSRN

lib.nus.edu.sg
http://libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/login?url=http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&PAGE=main&NEWS=n&DBC=y&D=econ
https://www-ssrn-com.libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/index.cfm/en/


Data and statistics
Look at the reuse licenses to make sure you 
comply with how the data is to be used, as well as 
ReadMe file and file format compatibilities

Recommended platforms

Government/socioeconomic indicators: CEIC

Market/industry/ commercial stats: Statista, 
Passport

Registry of Research Data Repositories: Re3data

RU

http://www.lib.nus.edu.sg.libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/eforms/ceic.html
http://libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/login?url=http://www.statista.com/
http://libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/login?url=http://www.portal.euromonitor.com/portal/server.pt
https://www.re3data.org/


Theses
UG Honours Theses for Economics
◦ Go to FindMore@NUSL, key in HD30 Singapore

Other platforms

ScholarBank > Collections > Bachelor theses

Proquest Dissertations and Theses (Post-grad)

Search results

Limit results to 
thesis only

lib.nus.edu.sg
https://scholarbank.nus.edu.sg/
http://libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/pqdtglobal?accountid=13876


Theses search by supervisor

(1) Click 
Advanced 

Search

(2) Search your 
supervisor’s 

name

(3) Results

From previous 
step…



Developing a literature 
review efficiently
WITH THE USE OF SEMINAL PAPERS AND REVIEW ARTICLES



Literature Review
What is literature review

• NOT an annotated bibliography of papers you read
• NOT a repetition of what has been said in the papers you read

• Is a synthesis of ideas
• Is the place to ask questions
• Is the place to sell your research – “significance”, “value”

Example of a good LR



Key points of literature review –
example

Introduction

Definition of terms and scope

Key points of literature

Issues or difficulties

Research gap and questions*

“The objective of this paper is to survey the literature insofar as it 
relates to this issue of debt capacity.”

“It is not intended that the survey will be exhaustive. Rather, it will 
attempt to outline some of the principal strands in the literature…”

“The first task, therefore, is to identify what we mean by the term 
“debt capacity.” …”

“The first attempts… used the Harrod-Domar model. … Models such 
as these have been widely used to cast light on the debt servicing 

capacity (e.g. Avramoric (1964), King (1968), …).”

“The present situation of limited international risk diversification 
would appear to be unsatisfactory.”

“It is hoped that future research will lead to progress by breaking 
down the barriers to improved international financial linkages.”

McDonald, D.C. (1982). Debt capacity and 
developing country borrowing: a survey of the 
literature. IMF Staff Papers, 29: 603-646.
http://libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/login?url=http://w
ww.palgrave-
journals.com/imfsp/journal/v29/n4/full/imfs
p198222a.html

* This style applies to survey paper but not litt. 
review section of your paper. This is usually 
done in the Limitations section in a 
dissertation.

http://libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/login?url=http://www.palgrave-journals.com/imfsp/journal/v29/n4/full/imfsp198222a.html


Seminal and hot papers
Seminal works initially presented an idea of great importance or influence within a particular 
discipline, are referred to time and time again in the research, so you are likely to see these 
sources frequently cited in other journal articles, books, dissertations, etc. (Google Scholar)

Hot papers are published in the past two years that are in the top one-tenth of one percent (0.1%) 
for their field and publication period (Web of Science)

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=list_classic_articles&hl=en&by=2006
https://esi-clarivate-com.libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/IndicatorsAction.action?wsid=C28m8Ztw3ZFnTO64lyr&Init=Yes&SrcApp=IC2LS&SID=H2-eajSBzDgR3jAqROwMPmBmrTifAxxYx2B1gt-18x2dAx2B5boXchLSoVa0lgrsEC0Qx3Dx3DzfSuzmAoqI7EUGtWSfAupQx3Dx3D-WwpRYkX4Gz8e7T4uNl5SUQx3Dx3D-wBEj1mx2B0mykql8H4kstFLwx3Dx3D


Review Articles
What are review articles
◦ Article which reviews literature on a topic
◦ Author already does the homework
◦ Useful for your literature review!

Interesting seminal paper on what review articles can be like:

Grant, M. J., & Booth, A. (2009). A typology of reviews: An analysis of 14 review types and 
associated methodologies. Health Information & Libraries Journal, 26(2), 91–108. 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1471-1842.2009.00848.x

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1471-1842.2009.00848.x


What if there is no review article 
on your topic?
Create one!

Citation chaining 

OR

Pearl-growing technique

Find one very relevant article

Look for relevant articles in 
forward and backward citations

Wash, rinse and repeat



Search strategies
1. Good search habits – why take the 
trouble though?
◦ Saves time overall
◦ Make sure your searches are thorough –

your supervisors may ask you to show 
proof of your searches

◦ Can you reproduce the searches when 
asked?

3. Search statements

4. Boolean operators

2. Key word formulation:
Look for synonyms and related terms

Article titles
Article abstract
Concepts

Check out reference sources
Encyclopedic articles
Review articles
Thesauri

Look up the author’s information
Articles published
CV/biodata page – esp. sections like Research 
Interest



Use the right search statement
Search for review articles by

Searching databases using jargon in the field as keywords

Specifying that it should be review articles. Hint: Review articles usually have titles such as…

Direct and Indirect Effects of FDI in Emerging European Markets: A Survey and Meta-analysis

Survey Protocol and Income Effects in the Contingent Valuation of Public Goods: A Meta-analysis 

A Literature Review on the Application of Evolutionary Computing to Credit Scoring

The Economics of Movies: A Literature Survey

A Systematic Review of Key Issues in Public Health

The Updating of Input-Output Matrices: A Systematic Survey



Search strategy using Boolean
Boolean search strategy on Google

Exercise 1

What is the right search statement?

https://h5p.org/node/107450

https://h5p.org/node/107450


Use the right search statement
Search for review articles by

Searching databases using jargon in the field as keywords

Specifying that it should be review articles. Hint: Review articles usually have titles such as…

Direct and Indirect Effects of FDI in Emerging European Markets: A Survey and Meta-analysis

Survey Protocol and Income Effects in the Contingent Valuation of Public Goods: A Meta-analysis 

A Literature Review on the Application of Evolutionary Computing to Credit Scoring

The Economics of Movies: A Literature Survey

A Systematic Review of Key Issues in Public Health

The Updating of Input-Output Matrices: A Systematic Survey



What are the keywords?
Literature survey

Literature review

Systematic survey

Systematic review

Meta-analysis



Put them together with Boolean 
Operators

A AND B

A B A B

A OR B



Search strategy using Boolean
Boolean search strategy on Google

Exercise 2

How to join the keywords using Boolean operators?

https://h5p.org/node/107452

https://h5p.org/node/107452


Put them together with Boolean 
Operators

Literature

Review Survey
Systematic

Review Survey

Meta-
analysis



Put them together with Boolean 
Operators

Literature
Review Survey

Systematic
Review Survey

Meta-
analysis



Put them together with Boolean 
Operators

Literature

Review Survey

Systematic

Meta-
analysis



(Literature OR Systematic) 
AND (Review OR Survey)

Put them together with Boolean 
Operators

Literature

Review Survey

Systematic

Meta-
analysis

(
)

OR

((Literature OR Systematic) AND
(Review OR Survey)) OR Meta-analysis

Ta 

daaaa! 

Secret 

sauce 

(ss)



Keyword searching with ss
SS– power version to search for review articles

Keywords (jargon) of your topic

AND

• Revising Boolean operators – YouTube videos

(((Literature OR Systematic OR Bibliographic OR Meta) AND (Survey OR Review 
OR Analysis)) OR Meta-analytical OR “a review” OR “a survey” OR “a mini 

review” OR “a brief review” OR bibliography)

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=boolean+operators&oq=boolean+ope


Keyword searching with ss

Debt AND Developing

AND

Example: Debt and developing countries

(((Literature OR Systematic OR Bibliographic OR Meta) AND (Survey OR Review 
OR Analysis)) OR Meta-analytical OR “a review” OR “a survey” OR “a mini 

review” OR “a brief review” OR bibliography)



Keyword searching with ss
Example: Debt and developing countries

FindMore@NUSL Advanced Search

(1) Go to 
Advanced Search

(2) Paste the 
secret sauce and 

search by title

(3) Results

• The secret sauce can be used in other databases under Advanced Search



Online economic 
resources
ON GOOGLE



Grey Literature
What is grey literature

(aka. –Fugitive Literature)

"that which is produced on all levels of government, academics, business and industry in print 
and electronic formats, but which is not controlled by commercial publishers i.e., where 
publishing is not the primary activity of the producing body”

Schöpfel, J.; Farace, D.J. (2010). "Grey Literature". In Bates, M.J.; Maack, M.N. (eds.).Encyclopedia
of Library and Information Sciences(3rd ed.). Boca Raton, Fla.: CRC Press. pp.2029–2039. ISBN 
9780849397127



Examples of grey literature for 
economics
Company information and statistics

Industry reports

Trade magazines 

Working papers

White papers and policy updates

Such as…
◦ The Economist
◦ World Bank publications
◦ RePEc (Research Papers in Economics)
◦ Prime Minister Speeches





Google Scholar
Advanced search

RU

Operator Purpose Example

site: Limit search results to a specific website site:singstat.gov.sg

intitle:
intext:
inurl:

Terms to show up in specific fields intext:gdp

filetype: Limit search results to specific file types, 
e.g. PDF or Excel workbooks

filetype:xls

+
-

Specify terms (e.g. numbers) that 
must/must not show in the search results

+2015

info: Information about the page: Cached pages, 
similar pages, webpages that link to it

info:singstat.gov.sg

related: Find related websites related:mas.gov.sg

link: Find websites that link to the site you are 
searching

link:imf.org



Overcoming paywalls online
Configure Google Scholar for NUS resources: Proxy bookmarklet and Findit@NUSL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXXiu28NGT8&feature=youtu.be


Research methods
DIY LEARNING AND RESOURCES



Sage Research Methods Platform
Curate lists of resources

Methods map

Stats test

Research cycle

RU x 2



Academic integrity
TO-KNOW BASICS



Plagiarism: Infographic snippets

Know:

What is plagiarism

Consequences



Plagiarism: 
best way to 
avoid
Citing as a good strategy

Quote/paraphrase/summarise

Video link:

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=__HC1f5eZKw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__HC1f5eZKw


Citations
A significant part of research and assignments to 
uphold academic integrity

Gives credit and acknowledgment to authors or 
researchers’ works and ideas

Avoid plagiarism by quoting, paraphrasing and/or 
summarizing words and ideas of other authors

Formally reflects the background work and research 
that you have done

Allowing others to follow your flow of information 
and/or check the accuracy of your arguments and 
sources

Manual citation vs citation 
software/generators 
e.g. zoterobib

Reference management 
software e.g. zotero

For more info

•Citation style LibGuide

•Zotero LibGuide

RU

https://zbib.org/
https://www.zotero.org/
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/citation
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/c.php?g=145733&p=955213


Need more info? Email me whenever at 
lyndiachen@nus.edu.sg J

DS LAB WORKSTATIONS DOCUMENT DELIVERY 
SERVICE

SUGGEST SHARING 
TOPICS

RESOURCE LIBRARIAN: 
LYNDIACHEN@NUS.EDU.SG

LIBRARY GENERAL 
MAILBOX: 

ASKALIB@NUS.EDU.SG

Appreciate if you can fill in 
this 1-minute feedback form!

Time: 4pm
Programme: econs

https://bit.ly/HASS_2020Sem1

mailto:lyndiachen@nus.edu.sg
https://libds.nus.edu.sg/home/dslab
https://libportal.nus.edu.sg/frontend/e-forms/services-undergraduates?formType=Forms+for+Undergraduate+Students&formName=Undergraduate+Students&cid=630946
mailto:lyndiachen@nus.edu.sg
mailto:askalib@nus.edu.sg
https://bit.ly/HASS_2020Sem1


If there is time



Can you simplify them?

Literature Survey U Literature Review U Systematic Survey U Systematic Review

[ Literature ∩ [ Survey U Review ]] U [ Systematic ∩ [ Survey U Review ]]

[ Literature U Systematic ] ∩ [ Survey U Review ]

[ Literature OR Systematic ] AND [ Survey OR Review ]



Pearl growing technique



Pearl growing is a simple idea
Find a very relevant 
article

Look for relevant papers 
cited within the article

Find those articles and 
repeat the process

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article

Relevant article



Example: Debt of developing 
countries

IMF HIPC Relief

Global Issues

Wikipedia

OneWorld

Corporate Watch

Publications

Key issues

Discussion note

IMF support

Luckiest nut

Letter fr Zambia

Strategy paper

MDG/SDG

https://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/hipc.htm
http://www.globalissues.org/article/3/structural-adjustment-a-major-cause-of-poverty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debt_of_developing_countries
http://www.oneworld.net/
https://corporatewatch.org/publications
https://www.imf.org/external/ns/cs.aspx?id=238
https://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/key/lic.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2015/sdn1518.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/poor.htm
https://vimeo.com/4557989
https://www.thenation.com/article/letter-zambia/
http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/prsp.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/sdg.htm


You can do this for academic papers 
too!



Technique – Pearl growing in 
practice
Web of Science: Search for the article “Debt capacity and developing country borrowing”

This pane will show you the articles cited 
and citing articles

http://libproxy1.nus.edu.sg/login?url=http://webofknowledge.com/WOS


Citing Articles a.k.a. Forward Citations

Articles Cited a.k.a. Backward Citations
(Known as Cited References under Web of Science)

Related Records a.k.a. Sideways Citations
What is that?



Technique – Pearl growing in 
practice

Related article: Articles sharing all or many of the references

◦ Example: You are taking core modules for Economics and noticed that someone is 
doing the same. Are chances good that he will major in Economics as well?

EC1101E
EC2101
EC2102
EC2104
EC2303
EC3101…

BSP1004
ACC1002
FIN2004

LC1001A
LC1002C
LC1003

You Someone



Technique – Pearl growing in 
practice

Pearl growing in other databases

EconLit

Scopus

Citing Articles
“Forward”

Related Records
“Sideways”

Articles Cited
“Backward”

Google ScholarNote: Not all features 
are available across 

databases.


